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1983 Spaceport News Summary 
 

Updates From Previous Summaries And Else 

I will try to put the current header for the Spaceport News at the beginning of the 

Summaries, as above.  Of note, the Spaceport News header, went through some 10 

different logo schemes, from 1963 through 1995.  The longest running logo is below, 

which ran from the first issue, on December 13, 1962, until June 12, 1975. 

 

 

 

 

From The January 7, 1983, Spaceport News 

The following photo is on the first page.  The caption reads “TECHNICIANS 

TRANSFER the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite and its Inertial Upper Stage, the 

primary cargo for STS-6, into the transport canister. The canister and cargo were 

moved to Launch Pad 39A Dec. 27. There the cargo has been undergoing checkout in 

the Payload Changeout Room.  I believe the photo is taken in the Vertical Processing 

Facility and it was the first vertical payload processed for Shuttle there. 
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This article is on page 2, “Astronaut Physicians Added to Flight Crews”.  In part, the 

article reads “Dr. Norman Thagard and Dr. William Thornton have been named as the 

fifth crew members scheduled to be aboard Space Shuttle missions STS-7 and STS-8, 

respectively. Thagard and Thornton, both physicians, have been added to assist in 

accomplishment of additional mission objectives. Neither has flown in space before… 

…Both Thagard and Thornton, mission specialists, will conduct medical tests to collect 

additional data on several physiological changes that are associated with the space 

adaptation syndrome. These tests will focus on the neurological system and are a 

continuation of the new approach to making inflight measurements which began on 

STS-4….” 
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“STS-7 CREW MEMBERS were at KSC for the Shuttle Interface Test on Dec. 23. They took 

time to answer reporters' questions about their upcoming flight in March, 1983. From right to left 

are Commander Bob Crippen, Pilot Rick Hauck, Mission Specialist John Fabian and Mission 

Specialist Dr. Sally Ride. A fifth crew member, not pictured, is Dr. Norm Thagard, M.D. who will 

also be aboard the Challenger's second flight…” 

   

Also in this issue, “It's The End Of The Road For KSC's Luxury Limos”.  Part of the 

article reads “The retirement of two eight-door limousines used to transport important 

officials around KSC is another symbol of the end of the era of abundant energy when 

big cars ruled the road. The gas-guzzling limousines have reached the end of their life 

at KSC and are waiting to be put on the auction block this spring. The sleek black cars 

were built in 1973 and are being retired because they have outlived their usefulness, 

according to Roger Willadsen, fleet manager for the General Services Administration… 

…The motor pool uses the exclusive limousine service to transport astronaut families, 

lawmakers and other VVIP's very, very important persons. VVIP's who have been 

toured around KSC in the spacious limousines include the President of Israel in 1975, 

various government officials, author Ray Bradbury and actress Carol Burnett, as well as 

various officials of foreign governments…” 
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“CLASSIC LIMOUSINES to be auctioned.” 

 

 

From The January 22, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
On the first page, “Second FRF Scheduled For Last of January”.  In part, the article 
reads “A second flight readiness firing (FRF) of the Space Shuttle Challenger's Main 
Propulsion System has been scheduled for the end of January. This will result in a delay 
of approximately one month in the launch of STS-6. 
 
The decision to conduct a second FRF resulted from data analysis following the initial 
test firing conducted on Dec. 18. This revealed a high level of potentially dangerous 
gaseous hydrogen in the aft compartment. Since the first engine test firing, numerous 
leak checks have been conducted and several minor leaks have been repaired. These 
included an external leak which developed when a cooling tube split in the number three 
engine nozzle. 
 
 
Also in the issue, “Exercise Room To Open Soon In O&C”.  A portion of the article reads 
“In the near future, an exercise room equipped with isokinetic machines, free weights 
and benches, treadmills, barbells and bikes will be available to NASA employees… 
 
…A physiologist will soon be hired by E. G. & G. to supervise the facility, which is 
located in the east end of the O&C building. Once the physiologist is hired, the room will 
be open to NASA employees and official hours will then be established…” 
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“…Center Director Dick Smith gives the rowing machine a workout, while Don Doerr, Chief of 
the Biomedical Engineering Branch, stands by to help him.” 

 
 
On the same page, “Exercise Trail Replaced Old Lunar Rover Training Track”.  In part, 
the article reads “There's a new employee running track permanently located at the site 
of the old lunar rover training trail. The trail, due east of the 0&C Building, was used by 
astronauts to practice driving the lunar rover on Apollo missions 15, 16 and 17. 
 
The Iunar trail was characterized by sand and large "moon rocks" to simulate driving on 
the lunar surface. Although the track has only been open since the beginning of 
December 1982, Don Doerr, chief of the Biomedical Engineering Branch, estimates 
about ten persons per day use it… 
 
The track is approximately one and one-half miles in length, and consists of 20 stations 
and 32 suggested exercises, with full instructions. The exercises include sit-ups, 
stretching, jumping jacks, and others using balance beams and parallel bars. "It takes 
about 25 minutes to complete the exercises and run the track," Doerr said. Doerr is one 
of the instigators of the outdoor track and an athlete at heart. He uses it regularly…” 
 
 
 

From The February 4, 1983, Spaceport News 

 
The headline article is “Second FRF Test Confirms Engine Leak”.  In part, the article 
reads “Preliminary results from the second test firing of the Challenger's main 
propulsion system confirmed a high pressure hydrogen leak in the orbiter's aft 
compartment. The unprecedented second Flight Readiness Firing was conducted on 
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schedule at 11 a.m. Feb. 25. The engines ran for the planned duration of about 20 
seconds and shut down normally… 
 
…Engineers and officials will be looking at the data in more detail over the next few 
days to see if one or more engines are leaking, and the location of the leak or leaks…  
…If one or more engines are removed from Challenger, the work could be done on the 
launch pad, said Abrahamson, and use of Columbia's engines is an option…”. 
 

 
“LEFT TO RIGHT, Hugh Harris, Chief, Public Information Branch, Public Affairs, Lt. Gen. James 
A. Abrahamson, Associate Administrator for the Space Transportation System; Horace 
Lamberth, Chief of KSC's Fluid Systems Division; and George Hardy, Deputy Manager, Shuttle 
Project Office, Marshall Space Flight Center, participate in a press conference at the Complex 
39 press site.” 

 
 
 

From The February 18, 1983, Spaceport News  

 
On the first page, “STS-6 Mission On Track For March Launch Time”.  A portion of the 
article reads “The schedule for launch of STS-6 is coming back into focus after weeks of 
painstaking research and analysis on two separate problems with Space Shuttle Main 
Engines. Only weeks after the mystery of the elusive hydrogen leak in Challenger's aft 
compartment was traced to a crack in Engine No. 1's main combustion chamber, 
engineers determined that the inlet line to the liquid oxygen heat exchanger in the 
replacement engine - No. 2016 - was leaking and would not be able to fly on STS-6… 
 
…Discovery of the leak in the heat exchanger came only weeks after KSC workers 
found a small crack, approximately three-quarters of an inch long, in the main 
combustion manifold of Challenger's No. 1 Space Shuttle Main Engine. The crack, they 
believed, was the source of the hydrogen that has been detected in the Challenger's aft 
engine compartment during the two Flight Readiness Firings… 
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…NASA and contractor officials met on February 10 to discuss the problem with the 
heat exchanger. It was decided to continue testing the component, and simultaneously 
proceed with preparations for bringing both Engine 2017 and Engine 2007 to KSC for 
possible installation on Challenger…” 
 

 
“SPACE SHUTTLE Main Engine No. 2011 is lowered after its removal Feb. 4 from Orbiter 
Challenger. The work was performed on the pad. A hairline crack in the combustion chamber 
manifold was leaking hydrogen gas into the aft compartment.” 

 
This was the first engine changeout at the pad for Shuttle. 
 
 
 

From The March 4, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
In this issue, on the 2nd page, “Shuttle Landing Facility Ready For First Nighter”.  A 
portion of the article reads “…After five successful missions which ended in daylight 
touchdowns in California and New Mexico, landing operations teams at the Kennedy 
Space Center are preparing for night landings of Space Shuttle orbiters… 
 
The versatile spacecraft are not equipped with landing lights. Powerful flood lights on 
the ground must be used when the shuttle makes night landings on KSC's Shuttle 
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Landing Facility. There are a number of reasons the orbiters do not have conventional 
aircraft landing lights. Mounted externally, they would not be able to withstand the 
searing heat of reentry. If installed on the landing gear, they would not be deployed until 
mere seconds before touchdown, too late to be of use in a final approach. The lights 
would also add weight, spelling higher energy expenditures or reduced payload 
capability…” 
 

 
“THE WARM AND welcoming lights of the Shuttle Landing Facility will help bring astronauts 
home again.” 

 
 
This is also in the issue, “ESA Wants NASA In Joint Venture”.  Part of the article reads 
“The European Space Agency (ESA) has decided to hold discussions with NASA on a 
possible joint mission to Saturn. The program is now called CASSINI, after the 17th 
century Italian-born French astronomer whose name now identifies one of the major 
divisions between Saturn's beautiful rings…” 
 
Cassini launched on October 15, 1997, on a Titan IV, from CCAFS, LC-40.  
 
 
 

From The March 18, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
In this edition, the headline is “Storm-Dirtied TDRS Gets Pad Cleanup”.  In part, the 
article reads “NASA officials have established a team to develop a process to inspect 
and clean solar array hinges on the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS-A) 
contaminated by particulate matter at KSC in late February. The contamination 
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observed on the spacecraft was found after the launch pad was subjected to a February 
28 storm packing 60 to 70 mile per hour winds… 
 
…KSC personnel also initiated a clean-up program of the Challenger's payload bay and 
the payload changeout room in the Rotating Service Structure at Launch Complex 39A. 
The inspection process and clean-up project will delay the launch of the Challenger with 
the TORS to no earlier than the first week of April. Meanwhile, all three of Challenger's 
main engines have now been reinstalled and are mechanically and electrically 
connected and checkout of those engines is underway…” 
 

  
“STS-6 ASTRONAUT CREW (left to right) Mission Specialist Dr. Story Musgrave, Pilot Karol 
Bobko, Commander Paul Weitz and Mission Specialist Donald Peterson show their enthusiasm 
as they leave the O&C Building on their way to Pad 39A for the second Terminal Count 
Demonstration Test.” 

 
 
 

From The April 15, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
In this issue, “New Orbiter Challenger Like A Veteran On First Performs Flight”.  Parts of 
the article read “…The STS-6 mission began with launch under sunny skies at KSC at 
1:30 p.m. on Monday, April 4, and ended with a precision landing on the centerline of 
Runway 22 at Edwards AFB, California, five days, 23 minutes and 42 seconds later… 
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…The mission was described by Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson, NASA's Associate 
Administrator for Space Transportation Systems, as "incredibly routine" during a news 
conference following the landing at 1:54 p.m. EST on Saturday, April 9. Challenger, he 
said, is "a superb spacecraft."… …Not since February 3, 1974, during the Skylab-4 
mission, had American astronauts ventured outside their spacecraft for the spectacular 
space walks officially described as "extravehicular activity" (or EVA). 
 
    

 
“STS-6 ROARS toward the heavens in this view from west of the Vehicle Assembly Building.” 

 
 
Also in the issue, “Balloon" Freedom" At STS-6 Launch”.  A part of the article reads “A 
hot-air balloon named "Freedom," sponsored by the United States Organizing 
Committee to commemorate the bicentennial of the first manned night in 1783, was first 
publicly flown at the Kennedy Space Center prior to the launch of STS-6… 
 
…the committee was organized to recognize the achievements of French balloonists 
Etienne and Joseph de Montgolfier… … On November 21, 1783, they flew the first 
manned hot-air balloon, with Pilatre d'Rozier as the pilot and the Marquis d' Arlandes as 
a passenger…” 
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“THE BALLOON FREEDOM lifts toward the skies at the KSC Press Site prior to the launch of 
STS-6. It remained tethered throughout its ascents at KSC.” 

  
 
 

From The May 13, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
In this edition, “TDRS Update”.  Part of the article reads “A recovery operation is 
underway to place the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite carried into space aboard 
Challenger on STS-6 on April 4 in its assigned synchronous orbit… …TDRS attached to 
an Inertial Upper Stage was successfully deployed from the Challenger shortly before 
midnight on April 4. It ended up in an unacceptable elliptical orbit following a still 
unexplained problem with the IUS… …which was to have placed it into a circular orbit 
22,300 miles above the earth's equator. 
 
Maneuvers using TDRS attitude thrusters were initiated on May 2 to correct the elliptical 
orbit of the TDRS and engineers still appear confident that the 4,668-pound satellite can 
be maneuvered into the desired orbit… …The first orbit adjust maneuver occurred 
shortly after midnight May 10. The burn lasted for one hour 22 minutes and raised the 
low point of the orbit 217 miles.” 
 
 
The following photo is on page 4. 
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“WHO SAYS plants can't communicate? This ilex vomitoria hedge (in English, yaupon, or a form 
of holly) in the rear courtyard of the KSC Headquarters Building has been planted and pruned to 
spell out the NASA logo. Behind the NASA topiary is an attractive clump of paurotis wrighti (saw 
palmetto) palms. Color is provided by the beds of carnations at left and right. The carnations 
which may bloom into June - will be replaced by other annual flowers more attuned to the 
summer heat. The imaginative treatment of courtyard plantings was accomplished by KSC's 
road and grounds contractor, Expedient Services, Incorporated.” 

 
 
 

From The May 27, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1 of this issue, “Challenger Rolls Out Of OPF And Sets Record”, is the 
following caption along with an accompanying photo below.  The caption reads “THE 
BIRD LEAVES ONE NEST FOR ANOTHER. Space Shuttle Orbiter Challenger was 
moved from the Orbiter Processing Facility to the Vehicle Assembly Building at 1:05 
p.m. Saturday, May 21. The orbiter was mated with the External Tank and Solid Rocket 
Boosters and was scheduled to roll to the launch pad on May 26. The STS-7 processing 
in the OPF has been the shortest for the STS program so far, 34 days as compared to 
41 days during turnaround between STS-4 and STS-5.” 
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On page 1, “Spaceport Needs Good Cartoonists”.  The article reads “Do you have a 
burning urge to be a published cartoonist') If you have the time, talent and energy, 
SPACEPORT NEWS can use your contribution. The finished line artwork should be 
designed to fit within a 4-1/8 inch wide by 2-3/4 inch high space, and be legible after a 
reduction of not more than 50 per cent. The cartoon idea should be relevant to working 
at KSC - and KSC employees do lots of things that only indirectly relate to launching 
space vehicles - or pertain in some way to the national space program. Cartoons 
selected for publication will be credited; please do not sign within the drawing borders. 
Those not used will be returned, with thanks….” 
 
And the following cartoon is on the last page. 
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From The June 10, 1983, Spaceport News 
 
On page 4, “Crew Busy Preparing For Upcoming Six-Day Mission”.  In part, the article 
reads “The seventh flight of the Space Shuttle, the most ambitious mission to date, will 
be highlighted by the first landing of the spaceship Challenger on the three-mile long 
runway at Kennedy Space Center. Challenger's five member crew will consist of Robert 
L. Crippen, commander, the first two-time Shuttle astronaut, pilot Frederick H. Hauck, 
and three mission specialists: Sally K. Ride, who will become America's first woman in 
space, John M. Fabian and Dr. Norman E. Thagard. 
 

  
“STS-7 CREW (left to right) Dr. Sally Ride, Mission Specialist; John Fabian, Mission Specialist; 
Robert Crippen, Commander; Dr. Norman Thagard, Mission Specialist; Frederick Hauck, Pilot.” 

 
 
 

From The June 24, 1983, Spaceport News 

The headline article is “Challenger Completes 'Best Mission Yet'”.  In part, the article 

reads “Capcom Bryan O'Connor's post-landing remarks to the STS-7 crew following 

Challenger's landing June 24th wrapped up the only unsuccessful aspect of the mission, 

a flight which had been scheduled to land at KSC but ended in touchdown ~ Edwards 

Air Force Base in California. "A great looking landing and from the entry team, got some 

good news," quipped O'Connor. "The good news is that the beer is very, very cool this 

morning; the bad news is that it's 3000 miles away… … Ride's comment about the liftoff, 

"Have you ever been to Disneyland? This is definitely an "E" ticket!" seemed to sum up 

the mood of the crew…" 
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“STS-7 CREW enjoys a little humor during their pre-launch breakfast in the Astronaut Quarters. 

From left to right, Mission Specialists Dr. Norm Thagard and John Fabian, Commander Bob 

Crippen, Mission Specialist Dr. Sally Ride and Pilot Rick Hauck.” 

 

 

From The July 8, 1983, Spaceport News 

In this issue, “Bob Sieck Races Cars, Launches Space Shuttles”.  In part, the article 

reads “A Shuttle countdown is in progress. The final critical events that prepare the 

Shuttle for liftoff are clicking off with the accuracy of a finely tuned watch… … At a 

single console in the back corner of the Firing Room, a group of engineers is deep in 

discussion with other NASA and contractor experts on the Shuttle team. After pooling 

their vast knowledge of Shuttle information, the recommendation comes out ... "NTD, 

this is the SPE. That problem is not a constraint, and we're go for launch." On Shuttle 

flights 1 through 6, the responsibility for that call has gone to Bob Sieck, NASA's Shuttle 

Project Engineer… 

… Most people, faced with that kind of pressure, would spend their evenings, weekends 

and holidays doing something quiet, peaceful, and relaxing. Bob Sieck straps himself 

into 2,000 pounds of paper-thin fiberglass and goes hurtling around hair-pinned corners 

at 150 miles per hour. He races cars. And he's very good at it… 

… On one occasion, Sieck had the opportunity to use his race car in a way more directly 

related to Shuttle- helping solve a complex technical question about the orbiter's thermal 

tile system… … About two years before the first Shuttle launch, engineers were 

wrestling with the problem of designing the spray-on foam insulation that covers the 

nose cap on the Shuttle's massive external tank. What they wanted to know was: if the 

insulation came off during launch and hit some of the orbiter's tiles, would it cause any 

damage?... 
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… So Sieck took his race car out to the Shuttle's three-mile long landing strip. Large 

pieces of foam of different densities were mounted onto a special fixture set in the 

middle of the runway. Mounted on the roll bar of Sieck's race car was a sample of 

orbiter tile. The idea was for him to drive down the runway and run into the barrier with 

the foam samples to simulate the impact of foam coming off the tank and hitting the 

orbiter's tiles. The density of the foam, and the speed of impact increased as the testing 

progressed. "Finally, we used some foam which, whenever I ran into it with the race car, 

not only damaged the tile, but also bent the fixture on the roll bar. We knew then we had 

gone far enough."… 

 

 

“BOB SIECK PREPARES to drive his Formula Ford race car down the landing strip to hit the 

pieces of tile mounted at the rear against large pieces of foam waiting on a special fixture. 

These tile impact tests took place in 1979.” 

 

 

From The July 22, 1983, Spaceport News 

On page 4, there is the following photo. 
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“THE COMMON DENOMINATOR that binds these eight astronauts is their historical 

involvement as crew members on NASA four Orbital Flight Test missions in the Space Shuttle 

Columbia. The inaugural crew, kneeling in front, was made up of Astronauts John W. Young, 

right, commander, and Robert L. Crippen, pilot. STS-2 crew members were Joe H. Engle, 

second right, commander, and Richard H. Truly, right, pilot. STS-4 Astronauts Thomas K. 

Mattingly, II, second left, commander, and Henry W. Hartsfield, Jr., left, pilot.”  Not in the 

caption, STS-3 crew members were Jack Lousma, center right, commander and Gordon 

Fullerton, center left, pilot. 

 

 

From The August 5, 1983, Spaceport News 

In this issue, “Employees Welcomes STS-7 Crew 'Home' “.  Sections of the article read 

“The crew of STS-7 took some good-natured ribbing about their "almost successful" 

mission from KSC Director Dick Smith as KSC Workers and members of their families 

turned out at the Center's Industrial Area for a special July 28 "Welcome Home."... 

… The "Welcome Home" ceremony was conducted in high good spirits on the grounds 

near the Headquarters Building pond. Director Smith unrolled a red carpet emblazoned, 

"Welcome Back KSC, STS-7." He told the crew they'll have to land here, however, 

before they can walk on it. 
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“AS KSC DIRECTOR DICK SMITH, at far right, introduces the Center's "new astronaut," space 

suited Mickey Mouse greets returning STS-7 Astronauts Norman Thagard (seated behind 

Mickey), John Fabian, Sally Ride, Pilot Rick Hauck and Mission Commander Bob Crippen. 

Second from right is Cynthia Pleasant, 1983 goodwill ambassador from Disney World.”  

 

 

From The September 2 1983, Spaceport News  

In this issue, “STS-8 A Blaze Of Glory”.  A bit of the article reads “…The press, the 

space workers and the public who turned out of bed in the pre-dawn darkness to watch 

the first night-time launch of a manned space mission since Apollo 17 got even more 

than they bargained for… … Pre-launch tension turned to apprehension when skies 

failed to clear late Monday night. Finally, the rain stopped, and visibility at ground level 

appeared adequate, but launch officials still were concerned about a cloud layer about 

9,000 feet above. A visual checkout by Astronaut Bob Crippen, however, yielded a "go" 

for launch, and the count picked up from the nine minute hold at 2:23 a.m. From that 

point, the launch countdown sequenced flawlessly…” 
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“STS-8 ASTRONAUTS are escorted from the O&C Building to the special crew transportation 

van that will take them to the waiting Space Shuttle. From left are Calvin Burch, chief of the 

Launch Operations Physical Security Branch; Mission Specialist Dale Gardner; Mission Pilot 

Dan Brandenstein; William Thornton, barely visible behind Guion Bluford, both mission 

specialists, and an exuberant Mission Commander Dick Truly. At far right is Technicolor 

photographer Larry Sommers. 

 

 

From The September 16, 1983, Spaceport News 

On the first page, “Lockheed Selection For SPC No Reflection On Current Team”.  

Some of the article reads “The selection of Lockheed Space Operations for final 

negotiation for the Shuttle Processing Contract "is in no way a reflection on the present 

contractor team activities to date," said KSC Director Dick Smith during an informal 

news conference on September 8… 

… Addressing job security concerns among members of the present contractor launch 

teams, Center Director Smith emphasized that Lockheed proposes to maintain stability 

and continuity by hiring a large percentage of employees currently performing the same 

or similar work at KSC…. 

… The initial contract period is three years. The contract will contain one priced three-

year option and three unpriced threeyear options, for a total potential contract period of 

15 years… … The SPC is the second comprehensive contract award planned by NASA. 

The first, the KSC Base Operations Contract, was awarded to EG&G of Wellesley, 

Mass., in December 1982.” 
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Also in this issue, “Vice President Joins KSC In Labor Day Celebration”.  In part, the 

article reads “To the cheers of thousands of flag waving KSC workers and their families, 

Vice President George Bush told a Labor Day gathering of spaceport employees that 

"NASA's work is far from over." Vice President Bush's visit highlighted a holiday picnic 

which attracted over 13,000 workers and relatives… 

… The Vice President's jet landed on the KSC Shuttle runway about 4 p.m. The Vice 

President's motorcade proceeded down the orbiter towway and on through the picnic 

grounds to a field just east of the Press Site grandstand. 

   

“VICE PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH speaks to a crowd of thousands at KSC's Labor Day 

Picnic” on the left and “THIRD GRADER BRAD BURNETTE shares a Labor Day Picnic lunch 

and discusses football with Vice President Bush” on the right. 

 

“WORKERS TRANSFORMED the parking area adjacent to the Press Site Into a festive array of 

tents and games for the picnic.” 
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From The September 30, 1983, Spaceport News 

In this issue, “Cafeteria Menu Changes Due”.  A part of the article reads “Your KSC 

cafeteria menus are undergoing changes designed to reflect today's expanded 

knowledge of dietary needs. The changes, intended to make cafeteria customers both 

better informed and better nourished, are the result of a special study conducted by 

Kathy Angotti, a NASA Headquarters nutritionist… … A primary motivation for the study 

was major concern over excessive cholesterol and sodium in many Americans' diets… 

… Cafeteria patrons already have noted the listing of a low-sodium entry on the 

menu…. … Some visible changes will include a nutrition awareness program, modifying 

the way entrees are prepared, for example, allowing designation of an entree as 

nutritional, low sodium or low cholesterol…” 

   

KATHY ANGOTTI 

 

Also in this issue are the following photos. 

 

“STS-11 crew gives the "thumbs up" sign after practicing in the Armored Personnel Carrier 

during fire training exercises at KSC. From left to right, Mission Specialists Robert Stewart and 

Ron McNair, Pilot Robert Gibson, M.S. Bruce McCandless II and Commander Vance Brand.” 
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“STS-13 crew puts a damper on the fire during training exercises at KSC. From left to right 

EG&G Instructor Jake Jacobs, Mission Specialist Terry Hart, EG&G Instructor Buck Tomlinson, 

Commander Robert Crippen, M.S. George Nelson and James van Hoften and Pilot Dick 

Scobee.” 

 

 

From The October 14, 1983, Spaceport News 

The cover page states “NASA (the worm version) 25 Years And Counting”.  The vast 

majority of this issue is devoted to a writeup of each of the NASA Centers and Facilities.  

In addition, this article is on page 2, “KSC Observes NASA's 25th Anniversary”.  A part 

of the article reads “Twenty-five years from now, NASA Administrator James M. Beggs 

predicted recently, "we will look back on our first quarter century of achievement as just 

the beginning.'' Speaking via video tape in a ceremony hosted by KSC Director Dick 

Smith at the KSC Training Auditorium, Beggs told celebrants of NASA's 25th 

Anniversary that they have helped to build a technology base second to none… 

…"I see a Space Station as an essential stepping stone to the future," the administrator 

said. Stressing the need to maintain our preeminence in space, he predicted that great 

things can be accomplished in the next 25 years, including Wernher von Braun's dream 

of building a base on the Moon and, from there, mounting a manned expedition to 

Mars… 

…Dr. Rudi A. Stampfl, past president of the Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society 

of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), presented a 

commemorative plaque to Director Smith… …The plaque bears the likeness of pioneer 

leaders in the early development of electrotechnology. It will be displayed in the lobby of 

the Headquarters Building before being permanently located in the Visitors Center.” 
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“A SPECIAL PLAQUE was·· presented to Director Richard Smith on behalf of NASA/KSC 

workes by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE). From left to right, Dr. 

Rudi A. Stampfl, past president of the Aerospace and Electronics Systems Society of the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.; Mike Konjevich, Chief Information 

Services Section; Eric Herz, IEEE Board of Directors; Richard Sm,ith, KSC Center Director.”  

Does the plaque ring a bell with anyone, as in, where might it be? 

 

Also in the issue, “Dr. Debus Dies Oct. 10”.  In part, the article reads “. Kurt H. Debus, 

74, architect of the nation's Spaceport from which six two man crews were sent to the 

surface of the moon and now the Space Shuttle's primary launch and recovery site, died 

during the morning of October 10. He was the first Director of KSC, serving from 1961 

until his retirement in 1974. He directed the design, development and construction of 

NASA's Apollo/Saturn facilities here… 

… Commented KSC Director Dick Smith: "Dr. Debus was a trailblazer -- his 

contributions to the United States' space program can not be overemphasized. He 

brought a quiet, personal genius to this demanding work… …His was the creative mind 

which conceived of the needs of a NASA launch center for decades to come -- and it 

was under his direction that concepts and blueprints were transformed into the 

Spaceport which we find so valuable a national asset today." 

 

“Dr. von Braun and Dr. Kurt Debus attended the 500F rollout in May, 1966...” 
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From The October 23, 1983, Spaceport News 

In this issue, the headline is “STS-9 Mission Is Delayed As Shuttle Returns To VAB”.  A 

portion of the article reads “The STS-9 Space Shuttle has been seen coming and going 

recently, first rolling out to the pad on Sept. 28, then returning to the VAB on Oct. 17. 

Photographs of the events looked much the same as Columbia back-trundled toward 

replacement of the aft segment of the Shuttle "stack's" right hand solid Rocket booster. 

NASA and contractor scientists and engineers continue efforts to pinpoint the cause of 

excessive erosion to one of the booster nozzles on STS-8. 

The Orbiter Columbia was rolled in to High Bay 2 of the Orbiter Processing Facility just 

before sunset on Oct. 19 for troubleshooting on the fuel cells. The launch confidence 

test showed that at least two of the cells are permitting excessive hydrogen gas to enter 

the potable water supply. Orbiter Discovery's three fuel cells are being flown in to serve 

as replacements. While in the OPF, several other components will also be changed out, 

including the waste management system and the Engine Interface Unit of main engine 

number one…” 

  

“COLUMBIA NEARS THE END of the return journey to the VAB, aboard the Crawler 

Transporter.” 
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From The November 11, 1983, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Spacelab's First Flight 'On Stage'”.  In part, the article reads “Columbia's all 

dressed up with someplace to go as KSC workers scurry to keep the processing 

schedule designed to put STS-9 into space on November 28… … Columbia was towed 

to the Vehicle Assembly Building on Nov. 3 to support reattachment to the external tank 

and solid rocket boosters… … The rollout to Launch Pad 39A began shortly before 

midnight, Nov. 7, and Columbia arrived atop the pedestals by sunrise on Nov. 8.” 

 

“THE EXTERNAL TANK for STS-9 is hoisted from its cradle in the VAB in preparation for 

mating with solid rocket boosters and orbiter.” 

 

The following photo is also in the issue, with the caption: 

“AN ACRYLIC PAINTING titled, "One Flight Out, One Flight In," is artist J. Robert Burnell's 

recognition of NASA's efforts to preserve as much of the natural environment of KSC as 

possible. It portrays one of the Center's protected eagles landing as STS-6 roars into space. 

Burnell is one of a group of prominent artists who have been commissioned by NASA to 

document the sights and impressions of the Space Program 
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From the November 25, 1983, Spaceport News 

The headline is, “Discovery Arrives, Columbia To Depart”.  The following phots is on 

page 1. 

 

“ABOVE, DISCOVERY, LATEST ADDITION to America's space shuttle orbiter fleet, moves 

toward the mate-demate Facility where it will be removed from the specially adapted transport 

aircraft that brought it to KSC.” 

 

The following article is on page 3, “Columbia's Sixth To Be Spacelab's First”.  A portion of 

the article states “When the Shuttle Orbiter Columbia blasts off the launch pad at 

Kennedy Space Center on the ninth flight of NASA's Space Transportation System, it 
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will… … hold a versatile orbiting workshop called Spacelab… … Aboard Columbia for its 

sixth trip into space will be a six-man crew; the largest crew ever carried in a U.S. 

spacecraft. John Young, a veteran of five space missions will command the STS-9 

mission to become NASA's most experienced astronaut and the first astronaut to 

command two Shuttle missions. …” 

 

And this article is on page 4, “Makeup Of Crew Unique For Ninth Space Shuttle 

Mission”.  A bit of the article reads “STS-9 will be unique in that it will mark the entry of 

non-astronaut personnel, called Payload Specialists, into the ranks of space travelers. 

From the hundreds of scientists who were considered for the position of Payload 

Specialists for Spacelab 1, two Americans and two Europeans were chosen: Dr. 

Michael Lampton (University of California, Berkeley); Dr. Byron K. Lichtenberg 

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology); Dr. Ulf Merbold formerly with the MaxPlanck 

Insitute, Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany; and Dr. Wubbo Ockels formerly with 

the University of Groningen, The Netherlands…” 

 

“THE CREW FOR STS-9 is pictured inside the personnel carrier vehicle used for emergency 

rescues as they participated in a dress rehearsal for launch and emergency degrees. From left 

are Pilot Brewster Shaw, Payload Specialist Ulf Merbold, Mission Specialist Owen Garriott, 

Commander John Young, Mission Specialist Robert Parker and Payload Specialist Byron 

Lichtenberg.” 

STS-9 was John Young’s last space flight. 
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From The December 9, 1983, Spaceport News 

On page 2, “Shuttle/Spacelab Launch Is Booming Success”.  Parts of the article read 

“The big ship, its crew of six the largest ever to fly on a space mission, lifted away from 

Launch Pad 39A at 11 a.m. on Nov. 28, following a smooth countdown…” 

In addition to thousands of spectators, almost 1,000 representatives of the news media 

watched the launch, including celebrities Steven Spielberg and George Lucas. 

 

“THE STS-9 CREW MEMBERS leave their quarters at the Operations and Checkout Building… 

…They are, left to right, front rank, Mission Pilot Brewster Shaw and Mission Commander John 

Young; second rank, Mission Specialist Dr. Robert A. Parker and Ulf Merbold, ESA payload 

specialist… …third rank, Mission Specialist Dr. Owen K. Garriott and Payload Specialist Byron 

K. Lichtenberg. Behind the astronauts are, from left, Rick Nygren of the Johnson Space Center 

Crew Integration Office, and George Abbey, director of Flight Operations.” 

In the above photo, the O&C building wall, over the doorway, does not have the NASA meatball 

or any mission patches.  At some point, the meatball and mission patches were added.  See a 

recent photo below.  I don’t know the story.  May be someone does?  The grass areas to the 

right and left of John Young and Brewster Shaw are also paved now. 
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From The December 23, 1983, Spaceport News 

On the front page. 

 


